ABSTRACT There are two problems in principal component analysis (PCA), which is widely employed in multivariate statistical process monitoring. On one hand, principal components selection according to the variance of the normal training dataset cannot represent the amount of fault information included in the online data. Thus, the useful fault information loss would exist and leads to poor monitoring performance. On the other hand, although the fault information contained in every principal component is different and the principal components are treated equally in traditional PCA-based methods. Then, some useful fault information would be suppressed. In order to reduce the dimension and preserve every original variable information as complete as possible at the same time, this paper selects key principal components using our previously proposed full variable expression method. Moreover, according to the accumulated reachability distance of the online data relative to that of the offline training data, those key principal components with large accumulated reachability distance are emphasized and weighted. Finally, the statistics are constructed to monitor the operation status, and the process monitoring performance of the proposed method is evaluated under an industrial process.
I. INTRODUCTION
PROCESS monitoring is an effective tool to guarantee process safety and enhance product quality [1] - [5] . With the advent of the era of big data, multivariate statistical process monitoring (MSPM) methods have developed rapidly [6] - [11] . Among all MSPM methods, the most basic and widely used is the principal component analysis (PCA) method. Based on the variance information, PCA uses principal components to characterize the overall dataset, and each principal component is perpendicular to each other. Given that PCA has some requirements on data distribution and practical process data is complex, direct application would result in unsatisfactory monitoring results. Up to now, PCA has been extended to kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) for dealing with nonlinear problem [12] , probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) for dealing with data missing problem [13] , dynamic principal component analysis (DPCA) for dealing with serial correlation problem [14] , distributed parallel PCA to monitor large-scale plant-wide processes [15] . Apart from continuous process monitoring, some methods have been extended to monitor batch process. A novel multiple-phase online sorting principal component analysis (MPOSPCA) method was proposed for monitoring batch process [16] . Zhang et al. [17] proposed the global preserving statistics slow feature analysis method to monitor multiphase batch process with transitions, where not only the time-varying dynamic information of batch processes was explored but also the mining of global data structure information was considered. To monitor nonlinear batch process, the multiway global preserving kernel slow feature analysis method which can capture high nonlinearity and inherently time-varying dynamics was proposed [18] . Although many methods have been proposed to overcome data assumptions problem, there are still two important problems in PCA needs to be solved. On one hand, the PCA method is based on the idea of preserving offline training dataset information as much as possible. However, a large amount of training dataset information does not mean that the information is complete. It is possible that one or some original variables do not express the information on those principal components with large variance. How to select principal components containing every variable information is an important issue. On the other hand, regardless of the amount of fault information, each principal component is considered equally in the online monitoring phase. How to emphasize those principal components with much useful fault information is an important issue.
Scholars have proposed many principal components selection methods. The cumulative percent variance (CPV) method is the most widely used, which chooses principal components with large variance until the sum of variance reaches the limit. In the scree plot (SP) method, the eigenvalues are sorted from large to small. Search the maximum difference between two adjacent eigenvalues, and those principal components before the maximum difference are selected. The eigenvalue limit (EL) method selects the principal component when the variance of it is larger than the limit. According to the idea of reconstruction, the variance of reconstruction error (VRE) method [19] selects those principal components which can minimize the reconstruction error. For the cross validation (CV) method, some training dataset is applied to establish the model, then the rest data are compared with the constructed model. The principal component can be selected if the prediction residual of the current model is smaller than that of the previous model.
The above five commonly used principal component selection methods (CPV, SP, EL, VRE and CV) all regard that the principal component with large variance is important. Once the principal component has been sorted, selecting principal components means determining the number of principal components. Large variance represents much training dataset information. However, those principal components with small variance may also contain useful fault information, and only selecting the principal component with large variance may result in useful information loss. Togkalidou et al. [20] and Jiang et al. [21] have pointed out that the principal component with small variance would be informative for prediction and monitoring. A just-in-time reorganized PCA model was constructed, where important principal components are selected online and the importance of each principal component was evaluated by kernel density estimation [22] . For process monitoring, how to choose principal components so that the feature space contains every original variable information is important. In our previous work, a principal component selection method called full variable expression (FVE) was proposed, which can guarantee that every variable expresses information largely in the feature subspace [23] .
For the principal component selection method FVE, each principal component is regarded equally online even if one or some of them contain much fault information. Thus, the useful fault information would be suppressed. To obtain the satisfactory monitoring results, it is very necessary to emphasize the principal component which contains much useful fault information, and weighting strategy is an effective tool. Deng and Wang et al. [24] proposed a double weighted method for nonlinear process monitoring, where the weights were designed to highlight the key component and reduce the fluctuations. Based on the weighted moving average strategy, an exponentially weighted moving PCA method was proposed to emphasize the near data information [25] . A multiway weighted global neighborhood preserving embedding method was proposed for multi-phase batch process monitoring, where the probability density function was estimated for determining the weight value [26] . A new weighted PCA was proposed to deal with the situation that useful fault information was submerged, and the change rate of statistic was used to capture the useful information [27] . Through incorporating a weight method into PCA, a dynamic weighted PCA method was proposed where the weights along directions of components with large estimation errors were increased [28] .
In order to not only preserve every original variable information but also emphasize the principal component with much fault information, a novel process monitoring method called online weighted full variable expression (OWFVE) is proposed in this work. Firstly, based on the normal training dataset, the FVE method is used to select key principal components. Secondly, given that the accumulated reachability distance between the data and its neighborhood can measure the amount of fault information, the accumulated reachability distance of each online key principal component relative to offline key principal component is computed, and large weights are given to those key principal components with much fault information. Although many weighting methods have been developed, the weighting method based on the accumulated reachability distance of each key principal component, to best of our knowledge, has never been researched. The main advantage of using the accumulated reachability distance other than the value is that the robustness can be improved. Thirdly, since the feature subspace includes complete variable information, the T 2 statistic is constructed and the kernel density estimation (KDE) method is used to determine the control limit. Finally, the advantage and effectiveness of the proposed OWFVE method is tested and evaluated under an industrial process.
The contributions of this work are listed as follows: 1) A novel method called online weighted full variable expression is proposed for process monitoring. 2) Not only every variable information can be expressed to a large extent through feature extraction but also useful fault information can be emphasized in the OWFVE method.
3) The accumulated reachability distance is developed to calculate the weight of each online key principal component.
The remaining of this work is shown as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the PCA method and the widely used principal component selection method CPV. In section 3, the motivation and detailed introduction of the proposed OWFVE method are given. An industrial process is applied to test process monitoring performance of the proposed OWFVE method, and comparisons between the CPV, FVE methods are given in section 4. Section 5 draws some conclusions of this work.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
PCA is an effective dimension reduction algorithm projecting the original high dimensional space to the feature low dimensional subspace preserving information as much as possible. Let the original training dataset is X ∈ R n×m , where n denotes the number of data and m denotes the number of variables. First of all, scale the original dataset X ∈ R n×m to zero mean and unit standard deviation. Then, the PCA algorithm is conducted as
where
is the principal component matrix, q is the number of retained principal components in the feature subspace, P ∈ R m×q denotes the loading matrix, and E ∈ R n×m denotes the residual matrix. q can be decided based on the CPV method as
where var(t i ) represents the variance of t i , and η represents the limit. Generally, the limit η can be determined as 85% or 95%. Through the PCA decomposition, two subspaces named the feature subspace and the residual subspace are established. Then, the T 2 and SPE monitoring statistics are constructed in the feature subspace and the residual subspace, respectively.
The control limit [29] , [30] can be estimated as
where F α (q, n − q) denotes the F distribution with the significance level α, and C α denotes the normal deviate which corresponds to the 1 − α percentile.
III. ONLINE WEIGHTED FULL VARIABLE EXPRESSION BASED PROCESS MONITORING METHOD A. ONLINE WEIGHTED FULL VARIABLE EXPRESSION
Let the original training dataset is X ∈ R n×m . In PCA, the principal component is the linear combination of all variables in the original dataset as
As shown in (8) , the principal component is constituted by the loading coefficient and the original variable. Therefore, the fault information contained in each principal component is determined by these two elements. The full variable expression method selects key principal components according to the defined relevance p 2 ji between the original variable x i and the principal component t j .
Specifically
mi ], the j − th principal component t j is selected as the key principal component. For all original variables, corresponding key principal components can be obtained. Given that different original variables may correspond to the same key principal component, delete duplicate key principal components, then the dimension of the feature subspace can be reduced. More details about the FVE method can be found in the reference [23] .
In the FVE method, the feature subspace contains every original variable information to a large extent and the residual subspace never contains useful information. Therefore, only the T 2 monitoring statistic is constructed as
denotes the loading matrix which corresponds to key principal components,
×f denotes the diagonal matrix where λ i denotes the i − th eigenvalue, and f is the number of key principal components. According to (9) , each key principal component is scaled to x Tp i (λ i ) −1/2 with unit variance, then, it can be concluded that key principal component is treated equally. However, in the online monitoring phase, some principal components contain much fault information, and others contain little fault information. In order to improve process monitoring performance, large weight should be given to those principal components with much fault information.
For the loading matrixP=[p 1 ,p 2 , · · · ,p f ], construct the weighting matrix as
Then, the weighted loading matrix is shown as
The weighted T 2 monitoring statistic is shown as
In the FVE method, the control limit of the T 2 monitoring statistic is estimated on the basis of the F-distribution. In the OWFVE method, since the weighting matrix has been added, it is not appropriate to determine the control limit of the weighted T 2 monitoring statistic according to (6) . In this work, the control limit of the weighted T 2 monitoring statistic is estimated via the kernel density estimation (KDE) method.
The univariate kernel estimator is shown as
where f (T 2 W ) denotes the estimated probability density of T 2 W , u denotes the smoothing parameter, n denotes the number of data, K denotes the kernel function. Details about the KDE method can be found in the reference [31] .
Compared with the previously proposed FVE method, the difference and advantage of the proposed OWFVE method mainly lies in that key principal components with much useful fault information can be weighted and emphasized in the online monitoring phase.
B. WEIGHT CALCULATION
In this work, the training dataset only contains normal data. For the online testing data, search its neighbors from the training dataset. If the online testing data is normal, the data is near to its neighbors. On the contrary, if the online testing data is faulty, the data is far from its neighbors. Therefore, the distance between the normal data and its neighbor is much smaller than that between the fault data and its neighbor. To show this intuitively, Fig. 1 gives the scatter plot of normal data and fault data. The blue circle denotes the normal data in the training dataset, the red square denotes an online normal data, and the red circle denotes an online fault data. The number of neighbors is 2, then neighbors for the red square and the red circle can be obtained, and corresponding distances d1, d2, d3, d4 can be calculated. As shown in Fig. 1 , it can be concluded that d1 + d2 < d3 + d4.
According to above analysis, the accumulated distance between the data and its neighborhood along each key principal component can indicate the degree of deviation or the amount of fault information. Therefore, the accumulated distance between the data and its neighborhood is used to determine which key principal component should be emphasized. Suppose each key principal component is denoted as
In this work, the reachability distance is used. To calculate the reachability distance between t i,j and its neighbors in t j , K nearest neighbors are searched to construct the neighborhood
For every neighbor
The reachability distance between t i,j and its neighbor t k i,j is defined as
As a result, the accumulated reachability distance between t i,j and its neighborhood is listed as
For normal training data, the accumulated reachability distance between the data and its neighborhood is at the same level, and the accumulated reachability distance is small. Moreover, the normal data in the online monitoring phase and the data in the training dataset are similar. However, for a fault data in the online monitoring phase, its accumulated reachability distance is large. The Rd(t i,j ) value can indicate the similarity between the data in the online monitoring phase and that in the training dataset. Thus, we can conclude that Rd(t i,j ) value can identify whether the data in the online monitoring phase contains much fault information.
In order to develop a uniform control limit for different key principal components, the further normalization for the accumulated reachability distance of different key principal components is conducted as follows
where Lim Rd(t j ) is the control limit of the accumulated reachability distance for the data in the j − th key principal component t j , which is computed by the KDE method. It needs to be stressed that the proposed strategy of emphasizing key principal components with much useful fault information on the basis of the accumulated reachability distance can be used for nonlinear method.
In the offline modeling phase, the control limit CL for different key principal components is determined as follows 1) For every data, find the maximum SRd
2) Use the KDE method to estimate the control limit of [SRd max (1) , SRd max(2) , · · · , SRd max(n) ] T as CL . In the online monitoring phase, the criterion for determining whether a key principal component should be weighted is shown as
where t test,j represents the j − th key principal component of the online testing data after feature extraction. For each key principal component, a real-time online weighting coefficient w j is designed as
Remark: There is one parameter K for the OWFVE algorithm. When the value of K is too small, it is equivalent to use the information based on the training data in a small neighborhood, and the result is very sensitive to neighbors. In order to ensure the robustness, K should not be too small. Otherwise, the statistical fluctuations would affect results significantly. Moreover, if K is too large, it is equivalent to use the training data in a large neighborhood, and the training data far from the testing data will also work on the weights setting. Then, the result would be inaccurate. Usually, the crossvalidation method is used to select the optimal K value.
C. THE PROCEDURE OF ONLINE WEIGHTED FULL VARIABLE EXPRESSION
In the online monitoring phase, the weighting matrix W should be determined in real time. In this paper, the normalization accumulated reachability distance SRd(t test,j ) is treated as the index of the amount of fault information. Specifically, if SRd(t test,j ) > CL, the corresponding weight w j is set as SRd(t test,j )/CL. For different online data, key principal component which needs to be weighted may be different. Thus, the control limit of the weighted T 2 monitoring statistic would be different.
Offline modeling phase:
1) The training dataset X ∈ R n×m is collected, where n denotes the number of data and m denotes the number of variables.
2) The training dataset is standardized to make zero mean and unit standard deviation.
3) The FVE method is used to select key principal components t j (j = 1, 2, · · · , f ). 4) For every data in the training dataset, the accumulated reachability distance Rd(t i,j )(i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , f ) is computed. 5) The control limit Lim Rd(t j ) (j = 1, 2, · · · , f ) of the accumulated reachability distance is estimated according to the KDE method. 6) The normalization accumulated reachability distance for every data is calculated based on (17). 7) The control limit CL is determined. Online monitoring phase:
1) The online testing data x test ∈ R m×1 is obtained.
2) The x test ∈ R m×1 is normalized with the mean and the standard deviation of X ∈ R n×m . 
IV. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, the continuous stirred tank reactor is used to prove the effectiveness of the proposed OWFVE method. To show the advantage of key principal components selection and local information based weights, the CPV and FVE methods are compared.
The continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) model was proposed by Yoon and MacGregor et al. [32] , and has been used to test the process monitoring performance [33] , [34] . Fig. 2 is the diagram of CSTR. The process is the combination of reactant A and solvent to produce B. There are three presumptions in this process: negligible shaft work, perfect mixing and constant physical properties. The CSTR process is characterized based on the material balance and the energy balance as follows:
FIGURE 2. The diagram of CSTR. Fig. 3 shows the simulink of CSTR. It needs to be emphasized that the control loop of the temperature exists in the CSTR process. There are nine monitored variables, which are listed in Table 1 . A total of 1000 data under normal condition are collected to build up the training dataset. Three fault conditions are designed to test the monitoring performance as follows.
The first testing dataset: A drift occurs in the C AA with a slope dC AA /dt = 0.01(kmol/(m 3 · min)) from the 501 st sample.
The second testing dataset: A step bias occurs in the F S with the amplitude 0.3(m 3 / min) from the 501 st sample.
The third testing dataset: The sensor of reactor inlet temperature is not accurate from the 501 st data, and the deviation between the actual value and the displayed value is 2.5( o C).
In the CPV method, the number of principal components is decided on the basis of the 95% variance contribution. Specifically, t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 , t 7 are selected to construct the feature subspace, and t 8 , t 9 are selected to construct the residual subspace. In the FVE and OWFVE methods, 4 , t 5 , t 6 , t 7 , t 9 are selected to establish the feature subspace. For three methods CPV, FVE and OWFVE, the number of principal components in the feature subspace is the same. Moreover, the number of neighbors K in the OWFVE method is selected as 10 according to the cross-validation method. For all monitoring results, the confidence of the control limit is decided as 99%.
In order to test the false alarming performance under normal conditions, the false detection rates of three methods are listed in Table 2 . The false detection rate is computed as the rate of misclassified normal data relative to the entire normal data in each testing dataset. From this table, it can be concluded that the fault detection rates of CPV(T 2 ), CPV(SPE), FVE(T 2 ) and OWFVE(T 2 ) are lower than 2%, and can be acceptable. Moreover, the fault alarming performance is tested, and the missed detection rates of three methods are given in Table 3 . The missed detection rate is calculated as the rate of misclassified fault data relative to the entire fault data in each testing dataset. In Table 3 , the best missed detection rate for each testing dataset is marked with bold.
As listed in Table 3 , the missed detection rates of FVE(T 2 ) are smaller than those of CPV(T 2 ) and CPV(SPE). This is because that the limited fault information has been divided into two subspaces and the fault information loss exists in the feature subspace and residual subspace of CPV. Compared with the FVE method, the OWFVE method can obtain better missed detection rates. The reason lies in that each principal component is treated equally and those principal components with much fault information are suppressed. For the proposed OWFVE method, the feature subspace contains variable information as complete as possible, and those principal components with much fault information are emphasized through giving large weights. From another point, the OWFVE method is more sensitive to fault data under the premise that never sacrifice the false detection rate.
Fault 1 is a drift fault happening in the C AA . When the reactor inlet solute concentration drift increase, the reaction becomes intense, and the reactor outlet concentration would increase. Moreover, the reaction is exothermic. In order to keep the temperature constant, the cooling water flow rate is adjusted by the control system. Fig. 4 plots the trajectory of fault variables for this fault. As shown in this figure, once this fault occurs, other than the reactor inlet solute concentration changes, the reactor outlet concentration and the cooling water flow rate are affected. The mean of three variables drifts upward from the 501 st data. Fig. 5 gives monitoring results of three methods for the first testing dataset. From this figure, all three methods can detect this fault with different missed detection rates, and the proposed OWFVE method can obtain the smallest missed detection rate 45.08%. Therefore, it can prove the advantage of key principal components selection and the accumulated reachability distance based weights. Fault 2 is a step fault occurring in the F S . When the reactor inlet solvent flow suddenly increases, the reactor outlet concentration would decrease. Fig. 6 gives the trajectory of fault variables for this fault. In Fig. 6 , the mean of the reactor inlet flow suddenly increases from the 501 st data, and the mean of the reactor outlet concentration suddenly decreases correspondingly. Fig. 7 shows monitoring results of three methods for the second testing dataset. As shown in this figure, CPV(SPE) almost cannot detect the occurrence of this fault, where the missed detection rate is 90%. Compared with CPV(SPE), the fault detection performance of CPV(T 2 ) and FVE(T 2 ) have been improved. However, more than 35% fault data are still misidentified as normal data. In contrast to the CPV and FVE methods, the proposed OWFVE method can obtain the best missed detection rate.
Fault 3 is a sensor fault, where the displayed value of the reactor inlet temperature is larger than the actual value. When this fault happens, only the reactor inlet temperature sensor is affected, and the reaction process never be affected. Fig. 8 plots the trajectory of fault variable for this fault. As presented in this figure, the mean of the reactor inlet temperature suddenly increase from the 501 st data. Fig. 9 plots monitoring results of three methods for the third testing dataset. In this figure, monitoring results of CPV(T 2 ), FVE(T 2 ) and OWFVE(T 2 ) are superior to that of CPV(SPE) to a large extent. This is because that most of the fault information is partition to the feature subspace. In Fig. 9(a) , more than 10% fault data are misjudged as normal data. For FVE(T 2 ), the statistic value of less than 10% data is smaller than the control limit, which can prove the advantage of key principal components selection. Compared with the FVE method, the OWFVE method can obtain a better monitoring result since those key principal components with much fault information are emphasized.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, a novel process monitoring method OWFVE is proposed. Compared with the widely used CPV method, the OWFVE method has two advantages: 1) Key principal components are selected according to the defined relevance between the original variable and the principal component. Thus, every original variable can express information largely in the feature subspace.
2) The amount of fault information contained in each key principal component is evaluated online, and those key principal components with much fault information are emphasized. In order to prove the effectiveness and the superiority of the proposed OWFVE method, the testing is conducted under the CSTR process, and three fault conditions are designed. The monitoring results indicate that the proposed OWFVE method can obtain the best monitoring performance in contrast to the CPV and FVE methods. 
